
stm goods                        smarter than most



was created for     those who believe…



that there’s a 
smarter way 
to do things. 
These are people who are always thinking 

one step ahead, so providing them with 

products that exist an additional stride 

forward are all the better. 

Myth customers live in the world of Uber, 

FitBit, Snapchat, Bitcoin. They’re in-

dividuals who seek out the next great 

innovation—creations that take the 

conventional and reinvent them in an 

unconventional (read: superior) manner.

...



that backpacks, 
briefs, and sleeves 
can be smarter, too. 
Whether they identify as a Myth, a Myth-ster, or a 

Myth-ess, these doers not only want their gear to 

serve a purpose, they want that usefulness to be

intuitive. They also command high expectations 

for style (working smarter + looking smarter). 

The imaginative intelligence of our newest 

creations delivers across the board—with 

remarkable comfort, convenience, and flair, as 

well as an unsurpassed commitment to ensuring 

the safety of their precious digital cargo. 

Myth customers see themselves as smarter 

than most. They deserve a daily carry to match.

...



that there can also 
be a smarter bag.

...

It’s the reason why wheels are round and not square. 

Sometimes, there’s just a smarter way. Since our founding 

in 1998, our mission has been to create products for people 

who are always thinking one step ahead—looking for the 

intuitive, ingenious, and inventive.

STM. Smarter bags. Smarter choice. Smarter you.



Unheard-of storage capacity. Unimaginable intuitive organisation. 

Unexpected stylish design. Unreal user experience.

The unquestioned leader in innovative bags has created the unprecedented.

myth. unbelievably better.

the myth collection



Download the AR app

(will open App Store)

STEP 1

Open the app and scan the trigger
STEP 2

see the myth collection come alive 
with the STM GOODS AR experience 

STEP 3

TRY IT ON TRIGGER

smarter technology
      A U G M E N T E D  R E A L I T Y

the myth collection



smarter travel

L U G G A G E  P A S S - T H R O U G H
PassPort securely and easily connects 

your pack or brief to other baggage items. 

It’s also integrated with the lumbar support 

of the back panel. Just our way of taking 

the lug out of luggage.

features

the myth collection



smarter organisation

T E C H  I N N O V A T I O N S
How we topped our remarkable 

CableReady™ system that lets you 

charge on-the-go with cords out of 

sight: we added an inventive AirPod 

pocket and ingenious earbud keeper.

smarter design

W A T E R  R E P E L L E N T
Multiple layers of polyurethane plus 

DWR C6 coating form a virtually impen-

etrable shield to keep water out of your 

bag. And because our goods are built 

to last a lifetime, it’s friendlier to the 

environment (so no matter what colour 

bag you choose, it’s going to be green).

features
the myth collection



smarter design
C O M F O R T C A R R Y ™

Our air channel back-panel-and-yoke system wraps 

around you to provide improved weight distribution. 

In other words: maximum comfort. 

features
the myth collection



smarter protection

S L I N G T E C H ™

Not just padding. Your device is suspended 

away from the edge of the pack, isolating 

it from the bump zone. Because the best 

impact protection is impact prevention.

features

interior view
suspended tech cell
with wrap around corners

the myth collection



granite black

the myth collection



Laptop Brief
13” or 15”

28L Laptop Backpack

Laptop Sleeve
13” or 15”

18L Laptop Backpack

 stm goods - smarter than most

Must StashDapper Wrapper



A legendary blend of styling and storage 
makes for an epic carry
It was thought that it couldn’t be done—bringing together an extraordinarily spacious carrier, cutting-edge 

contemporary conveniences, and an incredibly handsome collection of sophisticated tailoring. This pack is 

no longer something to be imagined, it actually exists.

DESIGNED FOR UP TO  

DIMENSIONS  47.0 x 30.0 x 17.0 cm   |   18.5 x 11.8 x 6.7 in

WEIGHT 1.2 kg  |  2.69 lbs

CAPACITY 28.0 L  |  1708.66 in3

COLOURWAY SKUS

  granite black STM-117-187P-01

  slate blue STM-117-187P-02

  windsor wine STM-117-187P-04

MATERIALS
granite black 300D x 400D Poly NüSeal Laminate

slate blue 300D x 600D 
Nylon/Poly Blend

NüSeal Laminate

windsor wine 300D x 600D Poly 
Triple Diamond Rip

2 Time Polyurethane 
Laminate

Smarter Features

 » SlingTech™ suspends laptop away from edge of  
the pack, isolating it from the bump zone 

 » Remarkable CableReady™ system lets you charge 
on-the-go with cords out of sight

 » AirPod pocket offers quick, easy access to   
your wireless headphones

 » Dedicated place to keep ear buds safely  
stowed, corralled, and untangled 

 » Fleece-lined laptop section cradles your tech gear

 » ComfortCarry™ harness features ergonomic  
curved fit, provides ideal weight distribution

 » TPU coated webbing handles with rivets  
ensures durability

 » PassPort securely and easily connects your  
backpack to other baggage items 

 » Water repellent C6DWR coating applied to fabric

 » Air channel back panel system promotes air   
flow, keeps you cool and comfortable

 » Reverse coil zippers protect teeth, keep  
moisture and grunge out

 » Portable power pocket provides a single,  
central place to store charging items

 » Internal fleece lined sunglasses pocket

28L backpack               the smarter bag.™

myth



Teeming with innovative features, 
destined to be a true classic
You can have a bag with style or one with substance, but not both…or so we’ve long been told. But that fable 

has officially been debunked. This amazing backpack will please the right brain with its fashion-forward looks, 

while satisfying the left brain with an array of groundbreaking features. 

DESIGNED FOR UP TO   

DIMENSIONS 45.0 x 29.0 x 15.0 cm  |  17.7 x 11.4 x 5.9 in

WEIGHT 1.0 kg  |  2.2 lbs

CAPACITY 18.0 L  |  1098.43 in3

COLOURWAY SKUS

  granite black STM-117-186P-01

  slate blue STM-117-186P-02

  windsor wine STM-117-186P-04

MATERIALS
granite black 300D x 400D Poly NüSeal Laminate

slate blue 300D x 600D 
Nylon/Poly Blend

NüSeal Laminate

windsor wine 300D x 600D Poly 
Triple Diamond Rip

2 Time Polyurethane 
Laminate

 » SlingTech™ suspends laptop away from edge of  
the pack, isolating it from the bump zone 

 » Remarkable CableReady™ system lets you charge 
on-the-go with cords out of sight

 » AirPod pocket offers quick, easy access to   
your wireless headphones

 » Dedicated place to keep ear buds safely  
stowed, corralled, and untangled 

 » Fleece-lined laptop section cradles your tech gear

 » ComfortCarry™ harness features ergonomic  
curved fit, provides ideal weight distribution

 » TPU coated webbing handles with rivets  
ensures durability

Smarter Features

 » PassPort securely and easily connects your  
backpack to other baggage items 

 » Water repellent C6DWR coating applied to fabric

 » Air channel back panel system promotes air   
flow, keeps you cool and comfortable

 » Reverse coil zippers protect teeth, keep  
moisture and grunge out

 » Portable power pocket provides a single,  
central place to store charging items

 » Internal fleece lined sunglasses pocket

18L backpack               the smarter bag.™

myth



A fabled performer, equally adept 
over the shoulder or hand carried
Some things have to be seen to be believed. Like a brief that puts to rest the idea that only a 

backpack can effectively provide safe storage and a comfortable carry for your digital gear. Infused 

with innovations and chock-full of conveniences, this brief will have your everlasting appreciation.

DESIGNED FOR  

DIMENSIONS
27.0 x 37.0 x 6.0 cm

10.6 x 14.6 x 2.4 in

35.0 x 24.1 x 1.6 cm

13.8 x 9.5 x 0.6 in

WEIGHT 0.7 kg  |  1.54 lbs 0.85 kg  |  1.87 lbs

CAPACITY 7.0 L  |  427.17 in3   8.0 L  |  488.19 in3 

COLOURWAY SKUS

  granite black STM-117-185M-01 STM-117-185P-01

  slate blue STM-117-185M-02 STM-117-185P-02

MATERIALS
granite black 300D x 400D Poly NüSeal Laminate

slate blue 300D x 600D 
Nylon/Poly Blend

NüSeal Laminate

 » Fleece-lined laptop section cradles your tech gear

 » TPU coated webbing handles with rivets          
ensures durability

 » PassPort securely and easily connects your brief 
to other baggage items 

 » Removable adjustable shoulder strap (with non-
slip pad) provides ideal weight distribution

 » Water repellent C6DWR coating applied to fabric

 » Reverse coil zippers protect teeth, keep  
moisture and grunge out

Smarter Features
 » Remarkable CableReady™ system lets you 

charge on-the-go with cords out of sight 

 » Portable power pocket provides a single, 
central place to store charging items

 » Dedicated place to keep ear buds safely 
stowed, corralled, and untangled 

 » Separate zippered tech section for laptop        
and tablet

 » Zippered org pocket provides quick,  
easy access to frequently needed items

removable shoulder strap

laptop brief                     the smarter bag.™

myth



Our storied laptop protection in a 
slim, light, easy-to-access version
Setting straight yet another fallacy: that you can only effectively protect digital gear in 

a pack or brief.  When it comes to safeguarding the laptop, we wear our heart on our 

sleeve—demonstrating our love for your device’s safety with a slender, feather-weight, 

ultra-protective sheath.

 » 6mm 360˚ protection for your laptop

 » Fleece-lined laptop section cradles your tech gear

 » TPU coated webbing handles with rivets ensures durability

 » Custom molded zipper pull

 » Removable adjustable shoulder strap provides ideal    
weight distribution

 » Water repellent C6DWR coating applied to fabric

DESIGNED FOR  

DIMENSIONS
25.5 x 34.0 x 2.0 cm 

10.0 x 13.4 x 0.8 in

29.0 x 39.0 x 6.0 cm

11.4 x 15.4 x 2.4 in

WEIGHT 0.276 kg  |  0.61 lbs 0.35 kg  |  0.77 lbs

COLOURWAY SKUS

  granite black STM-114-184M-01 STM-114-184P-01

  slate blue STM-114-184M-02 STM-114-184P-02

  windsor wine STM-114-184M-04 STM-114-184P-04

MATERIALS
granite black 300D x 400D Poly NüSeal Laminate

slate blue 300D x 600D 
Nylon/Poly Blend

NüSeal Laminate

windsor wine 300D x 600D Poly Triple 
Diamond Rip

2 Time Polyurethane 
Laminate

Smarter Features

removable shoulder strap

laptop sleeve                     the smarter bag.™

myth



Ingeniously corrals your cables, 
adapters, and other odds and ends
Neat. Trim. Tidy. Just a few ways to define the term “dapper”—and provide some insight as to 

why we chose that name for this inventive supplementary item. Incredibly well-organised and 

impressively compact, there’s no better way to keep your bigger accessories from becoming an 

even bigger mess.

DIMENSIONS 14.4 x 26.0 x 1.0 cm  |  5.7 x 10.2 x 0.4 in

WEIGHT 0.144 kg  |  0.32 lbs

COLOURWAY SKUS

  granite black STM-931-189Z-01

  slate blue STM-931-189Z-02

  windsor wine STM-931-189Z-04

MATERIALS
granite black 300D x 400D Poly NüSeal Laminate

slate blue 300D x 600D 

Nylon/Poly Blend

NüSeal Laminate

windsor wine 300D x 600D Poly 

Triple Diamond Rip

2 Time Polyurethane 

Laminate

 » Secure magnetic closure

 » Multiple pockets and storage compartments

 » Water and dirt repellent C6DWR coating applied  
to environmentally-friendly fabric

Smarter Features

dapper wrapper             the smarter bag.™

myth



The smarter way to organise your 
cords, pens, whatnots, and tidbits
Some people purchase underwear with the days of the week on them. Others like 

to alphabetise their canned goods. But if you simply desire a little more order and 

function in your daily routine and consider yourself an organisation fanatic-in-

moderation, this item is a must have.

DIMENSIONS 10 x 20 x 11 cm  |  3.9 x 7.9 x 4.3 in

WEIGHT 0.07 kg  |  0.15 lbs

VOLUME 1.5 L  |  91.54 in3

COLOURWAY SKUS

  granite black STM-931-188Z-01

  slate blue STM-931-188Z-02

  windsor wine STM-931-188Z-04

MATERIALS

granite black 300D x 400D Poly NüSeal Laminate

slate blue 300D x 600D 
Nylon/Poly Blend

NüSeal Laminate

windsor wine 300D x 600D Poly 
Triple Diamond Rip

2 Time Polyurethane 
Laminate

 » All-around zipper

 » Full bag access

 » Water repellent C6DWR coating applied to fabric

 » Comfortably fits inside most STM backpacks

Smarter Features

         must stash                  the smarter bag.™

myth



stm goods                        smarter than most




